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OPTUS RE-BRANDED ICONS

This set of icons was created for Optus Inc. in Jonesboro, Arkansas. They 

needed branded icons to go on most of their material, including their website, 

print, and digital media. The aim of this piece was to create a style for the 

icons and create icons for every topic needed. Our role as lead designer was 

to design the icons from concept to finished art. The results were an extensive 

icon set for Optus and a Bronze Professional District Addy from AAF Northeast 

Arkansas. Credit goes to Rebecca Selby (Marketing Manager) and Sophie 

Hedge (Supervisor) for overlooking and guiding this project.
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ADDY COMMITTEE 
DIGITAL MEDIA

The American Advertising Federation 

of Northeast Arkansas needed digital 

media to advertise their district 

Addy event. They called for a social 

media square and e-mail banner 

to remind local netizens (internet 

citizens) about upcoming events 

and deadlines. Our role was to use 

typography and imagery to create 

Dada styled content. Images were 

sourced from archive.org.
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CONGRATULATIONS 
CHILDREN’S BOOK

This was a personal project. The 

challenge was to design and print 

a children’s book based on a song 

using Adobe InDesign. Special 

emphasis was given to readability, 

layout, and appropriate style for a 

children’s book. We worked on this 

piece from concept to finished art, 

creating illustrations and handpicking 

typefaces for the book. The result is 

a vibrant and well-executed children’s 

book, surpassing our original 

concept. Song credits belong to Eric 

Nam, featuring Marc E. Bassy.

View book pages here.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oc07xBmjCcoAEir37veFOqAtE-b3OPz1/view?usp=sharing
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LOTUS EATERS

Lotus Eaters is a video game 

currently in the works. We wanted to 

share some of the 3D modeling that 

will go into this personal project. The 

objective was to create 3D models of 

buildings that will be part of assets 

for the game. Our role in this project 

is conception and 3D modeling. 

The results are a 3D modeled and 

rendered charming city block.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH 
DESIGNERS

When A-State AIGA started a new 

monthly series, they needed social 

media squares to advertise each 

event. Each month, A-State AIGA 

would have a new guest designer join 

on Zoom to talk about their design 

story and answer questions for 

graphic design majors at Arkansas 

State University. Our role as lead 

designer was to create a template 

set for the social media squares that 

would change to fit that month’s 

designer. The results for the series 

were a professional yet fun collection 

of digital media. This series won a 

Gold Student District Addy and a 

Judges’ Choice Student District 

Addy from AAF Northeast Arkansas.
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BRAINWAVE ZINE ISSUE II

Brainwave was a project with the 

objective to layout a zine using 

multiple images and several articles. 

The prompt for this zine was 

‘struggles’. We included articles on 

‘narcissist parents and emotional 

abuse’. As lead designer, our role was 

research, finding content, design, 

and layout. Images were sourced 

from Unsplash.

Check out the zine here.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/168xtneOgxviuUBq75WCGbnnLp8eaujwD/view?usp=sharing
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QUEENS

Queens is a personal project.  

The aim was to create a collection  

of book-covers with diverse  

sci-fi fantasy women in positions 

of power. Our role for this project 

was illustration and design. The 

intended results for this project  

were achieved.
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THE ILLUMINATED JOURNEY

The Illuminated Journey was a 

class project. The challenge for 

this project was to create a video 

game using Autodesk Maya, Adobe 

Photoshop, and Unity. As 3D 

modeler and game designer, we 

worked on this project from concept 

to finished art. The result is a 

stunning walkthrough experience.

Watch game walkthrough here.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-14yDEk0NYs
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